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Editorial

Humble Bones
From skeletogenesis to the Utah paradigm of skeletal physiology
A tribute to the memories of Webster S.S. Jee and Harold M. Frost
George P. Lyritis
Emeritus Professor of Orthopedics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Athens, Greece

Trying to recall my memories about Webster S.S. Jee
I remain stuck to the fact that he was always strongly
connected to Harold M Frost. Web and Hal, while being two
different personalities and scientific methodologists, always
interconnected as they served the same research purpose.
Web describes his first acquaintance with Hal in 1960 at the
Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, Michigan1 with an elegant
expression; he was amazed at Frost’s fluorescent - labeled
rib impressive biopsy samples, but also with his strong
and enthusiastic personality. My opinion is that this first
acquaintance played a catalytic role for the next 45 year of
their cooperation. Web and Hal became and remained close
friends and collaborators. I believe that all the following
achievements were a result of this joint effort. They were
necessary to each other, but they played different roles. Web
was always a discreet companion, leaving Hal the seat of
honor. In his memoriam tribute to Harold Frost, Web wrote2
that there are a few clinician scientists that have had such a
profound impact on a scientific discipline as has Harold Frost.
He advanced the basic science of skeletal biology and used
to improve clinical diagnosis and treatment. My personal
view is that Web’s reference to Hal equally describes both
researchers as unique scientists and philosophers, but also
an ideal harmonically scientific couple.

The growing musculoskeletal system in a
mechanical environment
Growth is a necessary stage in the preparation of the organs
in their final function in adulthood. The musculoskeletal
system is likely the best example of this biological change.
Bones and muscles develop harmonically and interact as
a continuous adaptive mechanism to achieve enough size
and strength to overcome the continuously increased needs
of the growing locomotor system. As Frost emphasizes3
“in the postnatal life, strong muscles make strong skeletal
load-bearing organs, and persistently weak muscles usually
make weak organs”. Bone length is accelerated after birth
at the growth plates and the metaphyseal region with an
endochondral ossification process.
On the other hand, modeling drifts add new bone to
the periosteal surfaces of the log bones finally increasing
the diaphyseal diameter and cortical thickness. Muscles,

tendons, ligaments, and fasciae also develop and adapt
to the mechanical and non-mechanical needs, interacting
with the muscular and osseous changes. According to this
evidence bone development, bone adaptations and bone
function co-operate in the gradual adult musculoskeletal
appearance and function.
Repeated cycles of loading and uploading can produce
mechanical damage. The so-called ‘microdamage’ in bone
increases with the number of loading cycles and the size of the
loads4. A continuous repair of the accumulated microdamages
is obligatory to avoid the weakness of the bone structure which
otherwise will finally result in a macro-fracture.
Muscles grow in size and strength after childhood and
in adolescence following the bone growth5 and the effect
of additional non-mechanical factors, mainly the effect
of hormones (growth hormone, sex hormones, etc) after
puberty6,7. A ‘muscle-bone unit’ in children and adolescents
can, therefore, be explained by different mechanisms8. The
control of modeling and remodeling by mechanical factors
is explained by muscle contractions and the resulting bone
strains. Larger loads on bones cause bigger strains, above a
modeling threshold range and finally increased bone strength.
On the other hand modeling and remodeling are controlled by
endocrine and other non - mechanical factors. It is calculated
that only 3-10% of our postnatal bone strength is explained
by non-mechanical factors8. In the paraplegic patient bone
loss in the lower extremities is calculated above 49%9.

The Utah Paradigm. What is the future?
Skeletal adaptation to mechanical usage is the etiological
factor of bone remodeling4. As repeated cycles of loading
and unloading develop mechanical damage, the so-called
microdamages, the necessity of a counterpoint physiological
mechanism of repair is obvious. This microdamage repair
is initiated when load stresses exceed the microdamage
threshold of bone. It is estimated that one-quarter of
the fracture load can be detected by normal bone as a
microdamage generator, so a mechanism of microdamage
repair is mobilized in the basic multicellular units (BMUs).
As a result, the damaged bone is removed and is replaced
by new bone10. Mechanical loads on bone cause bone
strains and this generates signals. This mechanism is called
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mechano-transduction. This signal transmission is followed
by a response of bone cells (i.e., osteocytes, osteoclasts,
osteoblasts, etc.)11. It is important to emphasize that the
largest loads on bone come from the muscles and not from
the weight bearing12.
The mechanical loads of bone can turn ‘on’ or ‘off’ on
the effect of the muscular system and the response of the
mechanostat13. This change of mechanical loads produces
systematic non-mechanical processes resulting in changes
of bone cells. The biological interrelationship between
muscle and bone was proposed a long time ago14. There is
also a lot of evidence (clinical and preclinical) in support of
the importance of exercise in bone biology and the finding
that largest loads on bone coming from muscle forces and
not from body weight are effective15.
Mechanostat is a genetically determined response to
minimum effective strain with a general consequence as
follows on the set-points, remodeling and modeling highways
and feedback loops16.
MESremodeling < Eadaptation < MESmodeling <<MESpathologic << FXfracture
Altering the set-points of the mechanostat with a direct
cellular action of anti-catabolic and anabolic drugs we can
succeed as an anti-fracture result and therefore another
approach to the anti-osteoporosis therapies17.
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